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Introduction 
Cooperative banks are little estimated units sorted out in the co-agent division which work both in 

urban and non-urban locales. These banks are generally fixated on networks, areas and work put 

gatherings and they basically loan to little borrowers and organizations. The term Urban Co-agent 

Banks (UCBs), however not formally characterized, alludes to essential agreeable banks situated in 

urban and semi-urban zones.  

These banks, until 1996, could loan for non-agrarian purposes. As at end-March 2011, there were 

1,645 UCBs working in the nation, of which lion's share were non-booked UCBs. Besides, while 

larger part of the UCBs were working inside a solitary State, there were 42 UCBs having tasks in 

excess of one State. In any case, today this constraint is not any more common. While the co-agent 

banks in provincial territories basically fund horticultural based exercises including cultivating, steers, 

drain, incubator, individual back, and so forth alongside some little scale enterprises and independent 

work driven exercises, the co-agent banks in urban regions for the most part back different 

classifications of individuals for independent work, ventures, little scale units and home back.  

These banks give most administrations, for example, reserve funds and current records, safe store 

lockers, credit or home loans to private and business clients. For working class clients, for whom a 

bank is the place they can spare their cash, offices like Internet keeping money or telephone managing 

an account isn't imperative. In spite of the fact that they are not superior to anything private banks as 

far as offices gave, their financing costs are unquestionably aggressive. Nonetheless, not at all like 

private banks, the documentation procedure is protracted if not stringent and getting a credit endorsed 

rapidly is somewhat troublesome. The criteria for getting an advance from a UCB are less stringent 

than for an advance from a business bank.  

Business and Co-agent Banks  
Business banks are by a long shot the most far reaching saving money establishments in India. They 

give real items and administrations in India. A business bank is kept running on business lines, for 

benefits of the association.  

A co-agent rely upon the other hand is kept running for the advantage of a gathering of individuals 

from the co-agent body. A co-agent bank disseminates just a little segment of its benefit as profit, 

holding a noteworthy part of it in business.  

All the nationalized banks in India and all the private segment banks are business booked banks. 

There are an expansive number of private area co-agent banks and the majority of them are non-

planned banks. In general society segment likewise, inside a state, beginning from the State capital, 

there are State Co-agent Banks and District Central Co-agent Banks at the District level. Under the 

District Central Co-agent Bank, there are Co-agent Societies.  

At exhibit, In India, the banks can be bifurcated into following classes.  

Open Sector Banks or Nationalized Banks, which are business and planned Examples: State Bank of 

India, Bank of India and so on.  

Open Sector Banks, which are co-agent and non-planned These, are state possessed banks like the 

Maharashtra State Co-agent Bank, Junnar Co-agent Society and so on.  

Private Sector Banks, which are business and booked These could be outside banks, and also Indian 

Banks. Illustrations: Foreign Banks-CITI Bank, Standard Chartered Bank and so forth. Indian Banks: 

Bank of Rajasthan Limited, VYSYA Bank Limited and so forth.  

Private Sector Banks, which are co-agent and booked These are expansive co-agent division banks 

however which are planned banks. Cases: Saraswat Co-agent Bank Limited, Cosmos Co-agent Bank 

Limited and so forth.  

Private Sector Banks, which are co-agent and non-booked - These are little co-agent banks however 

which are non-planned. Illustrations: Local co-agent banks which work inside a town or a city. Case: 

Mahesh Sahakari Bank Limited.  

Provincial Rural Banks. These are state claimed. These banks have been set up with a view to 

building up the country economy by giving, with the end goal of improvement of agribusiness, 

exchange, trade, industry and other gainful exercises in the rustic regions, credit and different offices, 
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especially to the little and minimal ranchers, agrarian workers and craftsmans and little business 

people  

Gramin Banks, that are likewise state claimed. They work at still littler level than RRBs and serve at 

towns level.  

Rural banks, These banks have Head Office outside India and branch in India, Besides, the Reserve 

Bank of India (hereinafter alluded to as RBI) goes about as the national bank of the nation. RBI is in 

charge of improvement and supervision of the constituents of the Indian money related framework 

(which involves banks and non-managing an account budgetary foundations) and in addition for 

deciding, in conjunction with the focal Government, the financial and credit approaches. They are 

likewise controlled by RBI.  

Review of the literature  
Different investigations led and various recommendations were looked to acquire viability the 

working and activities of money related foundations. Narsimham Committee (1991) underscored on 

capital sufficiency and liquidity, Padamanabhan Committee (1995) proposed CAMEL rating (as 

proportions) to assess money related and operational effectiveness, Tarapore Committee (1997) 

discussed Non-performing resources and resource quality, Kannan Committee (1998) opined about 

working capital and loaning strategies, Basel advisory group (1998 and amended in 2001) prescribed 

capital ampleness standards and hazard administration measures. Kapoor Committee (1998) 

prescribed for credit conveyance framework and credit assurance and Verma Committee (1999) 

suggested seven parameters (proportions) to judge money related execution and a few different boards 

of trustees constituted by Reserve Bank of India to get changes the managing an account segment by 

stressing on the change in the budgetary strength of the banks. Specialists recommended different 

instruments and systems for powerful examination and understanding of the money related and 

operational parts of the budgetary foundations particularly banks. These have center around the 

investigation of budgetary suitability and credit value of cash loaning establishments with a view to 

anticipate corporate disappointments and nascent frequency of insolvency among these foundations.  

Bhaskaran and Josh (2000) reasoned that the recuperation execution of co-agent credit 

establishments proceeds to inadmissible which adds to the development of NPA even after the 

presentation of prudential controls. They recommended authoritative and approach remedies to make 

co-agent credit establishments more proficient, beneficial and gainful association tuned in to focused 

business managing an account.  

Jain (2001) has completed a near execution investigation of District Central Co-agent Banks 

(DCCBs) of Western India, in particular Maharashtra, Gujarat and Rajasthan and found that DCCBs 

of Rajasthan have performed better in benefit and liquidity when contrasted with Gujarat and 

Maharashtra.  

Singh and Singh (2006) considered the assets administration in the District Central Co-agent Banks 

(DCCBs) of Punjab with particular reference to the examination of money related edge. It noticed that 

a higher extent of possess stores and the recuperation concerns have brought about the expanded edge 

of the Central Co-agent Banks and hence had a bigger arrangement for non-performing resources.  

Mavaluri, Boppana and Nagarjuna (2006) recommended that execution of keeping money as far as 

benefit, efficiency, resource quality and budgetary administration has turned out to be vital to stable 

the economy. They found that open area banks have been more effective than different banks working 

in India.  

Buddy and Malik (2007) examined the distinctions in the monetary attributes of 74 (open, private 

and outside) banks in India in light of elements, for example, productivity, liquidity, hazard and 

proficiency. It is recommended that outside banks were better entertainers, when contrasted with other 

two classifications of banks, all in all and as far as usage of assets specifically.  

Campbell (2007) concentrated on the connection between nonperforming advances (NPLs) and bank 

disappointment and contended for a viable bank bankruptcy law for the avoidance and control of 

NPLs for creating and transitional economies as these have been enduring serious issues because of 

NPLs.  

Singla(2008) stressed on monetary administration and inspected the money related position of sixteen 

banks by thinking about benefit, capital sufficiency, obligation value and NPA.  
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Dutta and Basak (2008) recommended that Co-agent banks ought to enhance their recuperation 

execution, receive new arrangement of modernized checking of credits, actualize legitimate prudential 

standards and compose general workshops to manage in the aggressive saving money condition.  

Chander and Chandel (2010) broke down the budgetary productivity and reasonability of HARCO 

Bank and discovered poor execution of the put money on capital sufficiency, liquidity, acquiring 

quality and the administration proficiency parameters.  

Issues FACED BY COOPERATIVE BANKS  
1. The cooperative budgetary foundation is confronting extreme issues which have confined their 

capacity to guarantee smooth stream of credit  

* Limited capacity to activate assets.  

* Low Level of recuperation.  

* High exchange cost.  

* Administered rate of intrigue structure for quite a while.  

2. Because of agreeable enactment and organization, Govt. impedance has turned into a normal 

element in the day– to-day organization of the cooperative establishment. A portion of the issue zone 

that emerge out of the relevance of the cooperatives authoritative are:  

* Deliberate control of cooperatives by the legislature.  

* Nomination of leading body of executive by the administration.  

* Participation of the designated executive by the administration.  

* Deputation of government authorities to agreeable establishment and so on. 

Conclusion  
Urban Cooperative Banking is a key sector in the Indian Banking scene, which in the recent years has 

gone through a lot of turmoil. Though some UCBs have shown credible performance in the recent 

years, a large number of banks have shown discernible signs of weakness. The operational efficiency 

is unsatisfactory and characterized by low profitability, ever growing non-performing assets (NPA) 

and relatively low capital base. Also urban cooperative banks have not been able to service the 

growing credit requirements of clients or the newer demands for loans in the field of personal finance. 

In the interest of healthy competition, the urban cooperative banks should be encouraged to grow. 

Thus a few bad eggs should not curb the growth of a key banking entity. 
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